FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

SonarWiz Successful December Training Events Worldwide
Chesapeake Technology Inc (CTI) held its traditional year end training event and added exhibitors and
demos to the show. It was held December 10-12, 2019 at the Hilton Inn Express in historic downtown
Savannah, Georgia. The event was well attended, and participants were pleased with the quality of
SonarWiz 7.5 training provided, and with the many boat demonstrations and one on one meetings with
CTI staff.
Harold Orlinsky, General Manager, said "Each day was filled with learning the new features of
SonarWiz. The evening events gave us a chance to relax and have a conversation over a beer. The group
was great and I'm looking forward to doing a similar event next year."
In a first for CTI, fourteen manufacturers were invited, giving attendees an opportunity to see the latest
equipment and newest technology. Exhibitors included Applanix, EdgeTech, ECHO81, Falmouth
Scientific, Innomar, Klein Marine Systems, Kongsberg GeoAcoustics, Kongsberg Mesotech, NORBIT,
PingDSP, R2Sonic, SBG Systems, SeaRobotics, Survey Equipment Services and The Hydrographic
Society of America.
Dave Maddock, CTO, added "The event was a great opportunity to get to know the SonarWiz
community, see the software in action on the demo boats, and learn how folks are using our products to
solve problems. The engineering team and I came home with lots of great feedback to help make
SonarWiz even better."
Meanwhile in Southern Brazil, Luiz Antonio Pereira de Souza with the Institute for Technological
Research in Sao Paolo, conducted a 5 day SonarWiz training. This included 3 days of surveys collecting
data with a Klein 3000 system, as well as 2 classroom days of processing and interpretation. The
comprehensive training was a great success and well attended.
Chesapeake Technology, Inc. is a privately held company based in Mountain View CA. SonarWiz
software is used by hundreds of clients worldwide, including NOAA, USGS, Fugro, Oceaneering,
leading academic institutions, and many of the world’s navies.
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